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EDITORIAL
Thanks for your response
for the ﬁrst and second
editions of 'Godlywood
News n' Views. I am
happy to see that the
thought behind starting
this Newsletterconnecting our viewer is materializing faster
than any of us have
thought. As the variety
and diversity of India
entreats us, we are
continuing with our
policy of promoting the
regional ﬂavor, making
regional shows in 10 diﬀerent Indian languages other than
Hindi and English.
And as all of you are asking for more novelty and variety,
we are focusing more on producing original songs in the
studio rather than providing visuals to the already existing
ones. 'Godlywood Originals' is a step towards this goal
which showcases new singers, new songs and original
music score – done completely in the studio.
Another reason for excitement – Shoojit Sircar is steering
the course of the Animated Film – 'The LIGHT' with the
help of TEAM Animation Godlywood, the result will be
out soon and the standards will be at par with any world
class animation movie.
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EXCERPTS FROM SPEECH OF DR. KIRAN BEDI
On Her Experience At The Brahma Kumaris Head Quarters

From this issue onwards there will be a special column to
introduce the anchors of the studio.
In India it is the heat of elections and the democratic
process is taking its turn. Let us peacefully participate in
the process as law abiding citizens of this country and also
exhibit our maturity and stability as Law-Makers of a
future Paradigm.
Kindly go through this edition of 'Godlywood News n'
Views', get back to us with your feedback which is
invaluable for us. I will meet you again here in the next
edition. Till then, happy reading! May your every day be
auspicious, may your whole life be prosperous and may
the boundless blessings and love of the Supreme Almighty
shower on you all the time.
With a lot of good wishes,
BK.Harilal.

“For me Brahma Kumaris stand
for purity, simplicity, honesty,
compassion and always in the
service of humanity"... I urge
Brahma Kumaris to provide
KIRAN BEDI
Lieutenant Governor of Puducherry
training and encourage youth to
join various public services like IAS, IPS, IRS, IFS, etc. so
that people of strong character and service orientation
could contribute to bringing about positive change in the
country. I also propose that the Brahma Kumaris help
provide palliative care to the elderly and critically ill. No
one can do it better than my compassionate Brahma
Kumari sisters...
What you experience here every passing day is simply out
of the world. Each day feels like it is a new beginning. Your
task is to ﬁnd the inner truth and power to let go of any old
ideas or feelings that are holding you back from truly being

yourself to be your highest version. This will amplify your
potential, grace, love, and wisdom towards the way your
world unfolds for you and for those around you.
Prajapita Brahma Kumaris Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya
have set up various Wings that conduct customized
services and courses for diﬀerent sections of the society,
this also encourage me to be always young in the path of
service. Seminars, workshops, conferences, research and
several creative activities that are held from time to time by
each wing in the direction of 'Applied Spirituality' is
amazing in its own. This organization acknowledges the
intrinsic goodness of all people. It teaches a practical
method of meditation that helps individuals understand
their inner strengths and values. As a worldwide family of
individuals from all walks of life, the sisters are committed
to spiritual growth and personal transformation, as those
are essential in creating a peaceful World .
When the ﬁve vices of lust, anger, greed, attachment and
ego hold the human soul hostage, just the right information

Arial view

'THE LIGHT' - SPEEDING THROUGH PRODUCTION PHASE
In Annual planning meeting
of the Brahma kumaris held at
Shantivan from 9th to 15th of
April 2019, the Director of
the Animated Movie ‘The
LIGHT’, Shoojit Sircar
addressed the teachers and
Senior most Brahma Kumari
sisters and brothers and
updated them about the
progress of the Film. He said,
“I have shouldered the
responsibility of ‘The
LIGHT’ conferred on me by
Resp. Harilal Bhaiji, and
carrying it forward by the blessings from Resp. Janki Dadi
and Resp. Nirwair Bhaiji. Godlywood Studio and the
Animation TEAM lead by Sushil Bhai is giving their full

cooperation.” And he further showed
them two clips from the movie where
Baba is lost in deep thought.
As Shoojit Sircar is fully immersed in his
self-committed responsibility, The
LIGHT movie is fast progressing through
its script doctoring, Environment & Looks
Layout phase. The Mumbai studios of
‘iRealities Private limited’ is buzzing with
activity as the Film has entered the crucial Shoojit Sircar
phase of deciding the ﬁnal looks and colour tone of the
ﬁlm. Animators from Mumbai is working day in and day
out with Animation Dept. of Godlywood Studio
coordinating the activities with a lot of enthusiasm. The
fact that Shoojit Sircar is giving his full time and more then
100% for the ﬁlm setting aside all his other commercial
projects is making the anticipation of the Film even more
sweet and exhilarating.

A moment from ‘Ek Mulakt’ in Godlywood Studio
your real powerful self. Each meditation will take you on a
journey into various rooms of thoughts where there is
always the light of truth sitting with you to liberate you
from any old patterns...
Meditation is a deeply personal, revelatory experience of
your soul and the many stages you travel throughout life,
always having the Light of Love awaiting for you . What is
required is that you allow yourself to be opened to enter
each level of meditations to shed a brighter light into

to set it free will not be enough. It has to be combined with a
pure desire to achieve success, and the strength to work for
it. If knowledge alone were suﬃcient, all doctors would eat
healthy, all policemen would be honest and all lawyers
would stand by what is right. The elevated task of freeing
human minds from all forms of addiction - whether subtle
and gross - to all the forbidden tastes and cultivating a
liking for their original goodness can be achieved only
through God's power, which I can feel here.
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DIVINE BENGALI SONGS : RABINDRA SANGEET
A couple of years ago Godlywood
Studio took a step in the direction
of promoting the rich and varied

regional culture India is blessed with.Viewers always
connect with their heart to regional ﬂavor, the essence of
which is tapped and brought to light.
Rabindra Sangeet is an integral part of the Bengali culture
written and composed by the Indian Poet and Nobel
laureate Rabindranath Tagore. A beautiful musical show
based on Rabindra Sangeet is made in Godlywood Studio
and aired in various channels. The songs are melodious and
the lyrics contain the essence of spiritual understanding
which takes the viewer closer to the ground realities of life.
The Musical program is being shown in TV channels along
with the Bengali Talk Shows where the song is played after
the show, thus providing the viewers a mix of
entertainment and enlightenment.
Bengali dept. has made 300+ songs based on Rabindra

Sangeet which is performed by experienced artists from
Bengal. 36 content partners are airing these programs in
West Bengal and the seven sister states of North East India
(Assam, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, Meghalaya and
Tripura& Arunachal Pradesh) and selected regions of
Bangladesh. People have developed a strong liking for
these songs and Vishwbhrarti of Shantiniketan - the
university established by Tagore, has recognized the eﬀort
in keeping the cultural fabric of India intact and has given
an award of appreciation to the Bengali Dept. of
Godlywood studio. We are happy that these programs are
gaining much public attention and touching the lives of
people.You can listen to Rabindra Sangeet on
Godlywood's own Om Shanti Channel, Peace of Mind
Channel and 36 other local channels.
Congratulations to Bro. Chittaranjan and Sis. Chaitali of
the Bengali Dept. who has put
in tireless eﬀorts to create and
run these programs for 5 years
in a row and taking this to
various places , making the
program a household name.
Taking the essence of the
regional ﬂavor Godlywood
Studio has reached out to more
and more viewers and tried to
touch their lives by providing
them the goodness of spiritual
wisdom. Rabindra Sangeet
f r o m B e n g a l i D e p t . h a s Award Of Appreciation
certainly played a big role in it.

GODLYWOOD ORIGINALS - A DIVINE MUSICAL INTERPRETATION
Godlywood Studio has raised a
new platform - Godlywood
Originals, for fresh young
singing talents, hence bringing
forward a new concept of talent
show. Instead of creating a
competitive atmosphere the show motivates the young
artists to express their talent conﬁdently on a TV platform.
This reality show encourages the youth to bring forward
the best of their singing abilities and thus enhancing the
essence of spirituality within them. It aims to encourage the
youth to use their talents in a positive way and to spread the
message of peace and harmony. This stage is not just a
showcase of their voice but it provides them with an
opportunity to share the experience of their spiritual
journey with the viewers. Artists from all over the world
are welcome to highlight their performances.
Godlywood Originals lead by BK Shikha, is a complete
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production of Brahma Kumaris Godlywood Studio. The
set designing, lyrics , shooting, editing, music
composition, programming, arrangement, recording,
dubbing, mixing and mastering all are done under one roof.
One of the
biggest highlight
of the show is that
it is hosted by one
of the most
proliﬁc
Singer
and Songwriter,
the very humble
Team of Godlywood Originals
Brahma Kumar
Satish Chandra 'Saral'. He is one of the dedicated member
of Brahma Kumaris at Mt. Abu and has written innumerous
spiritual songs for the organization. The way he motivates
the singers, automatically brings out the best within them.
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‘MEDETORIUM’ – THE 360º DOME THEATRE FOR MEDITATION

an out of the world experience which is
Rajyoga Meditation
doubly magical as one can sit with their
being an art of
dear and near to experience diﬀerent
visualisation, to
levels of meditation and enjoy an
visualize the
incredible fully immersive 360º Virtual
abstract 'Supreme Soul' and the 'Soul
Reality experience. As Godlywood Studio
World', we have been using pictures to
has always kept alive the ﬁre of Research
experience the 'astral travel' in a limited
&Development to explore all the
way. Times have changed and now
possibilities of media, we have created a
aspirants demand more sophisticated
world
class 360º animated video which
techniques to experience meditation.
VIEW OF DOME THEATRE
will be the crux of the whole meditation
This is where the concept of a
Dome theatre comes in, which provide the mediators a 360º experience and we will continuously explore new idea's to
surround experience of meditation which goes hand in create more videos that caters to dome theatre in future also.
hand with the 'Soul World' experience in Rajayoga The video was created under the guidance of B.K.Sushil who
heads the Animation Dept. of
Meditation where the
the studio.
aspirant ﬁnds himself
The proposed Dome theatre
as a 'point of Light' in
tentatively named
the vast space of the
'Medetorium' initiated by Bk
soul world. A Dome
Mruthyunjaya will be
theatre is a videoplaced at the heart of the
projection environ
Shantivan Campus of
ment, where Virtual
Brahma Kumaris and this
Reality is a shared
being a novel idea, the
social activity, more
concept of Medetorium can
than an individual
be adopted by all the Brahma
personal experience.
INSIDE VIEW OF DOME THEATRE WITH VISUAL
kumaris retreat centres & any
The Dome projects
real-time or pre-rendered computer Animations, live capture centers where service happens in a large magnitude.
images or composited environments which gives the viewer
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JOURNEY OF A SELFLESS MIND

'Om Shanti Channel' - Godlywood
Studio's own 24X7 full HD Channel
is one of the most sought after
channel through which Brahma
Kumaris reaches out to people with
its transformative spiritual content.
Uninterrupted broadcasting of this
channel is programmed and
monitored successfully under the
creative leadership of B.K. Shikha
B.K. Shikha
Chhabra and her team. Besides
HOD Punjabi Dept
being the Channel coordinator, she is
also instrumental in producing various popular Hindi
shows for Peace of mind TV and Om Shanti Channel like
Zindagi Bane Aasaan, Ruhani Rahein, Hum Honge
Kamyaab, Kavya Sarita along with many documentaries
and short ﬁlms . Born in the culturally rich state of Punjab,
her relentless eﬀort to spread its essence is seen through her

programs like Khushiyan Khere Sadde Vehre, Navi Kiran,
etc. which are being broadcasted on various free to air and
digital Punjabi channels like Punjab Plus, Aon Punjabi,
Fastway, Living India News, Desi TV. She has also been
managing the Audio Studio of Godlywood Studio where all
the audio-related work of all departments of Godlywood
Studio is being done and her Audio Team ensures prompt
and accurate audio solutions for everyone. She is also
responsible to manage and run another asset of Godlywood
Studio - The Preview Theater, which has been an attraction
for many visitors with its 5.1 Dolby atmos sound
experience. With all round knowledge and experience in
cinematography, video editing, sound editing and
broadcast technology, B.K. Shikha has been successfully
managing the Punjabi Department, Om Shanti Channel,
Audio and Preview studios of Godlywood Studio.
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OUR ESTEEMED CONTENT PARTNERS

Metro TV is another very established TV
channel in AP and Telangana having web
channel facility all over the world. Over
the past decade, Metro TV Channel has
been covering LIVE almost all of Brahma
Kumaris events in Hyderabad and in
Kondaveeti Jaya Prasad
Chief of Metro TV
diﬀerent places of Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana free of cost.
Since a decade they have
been telecasting Telugu
spiritual Programs from
Godlywood Studio like
Amrut Dhara,
Mukha Mukhi, Subha
Sankalpalu, etc.
Godlywood
Studio wishes all
success to Bro. Kondaveeti Jaya Prasad and his TEAM
of Metro TV for their future endeavors and
wholeheartedly thank them for their continued support to
Brahma Kumaris and Godlywood Studio.

OUR ANCHOR
Dedicated to the cause of human wellbeing and spiritual upliftment of the
society, BK Rupesh dedicated himself to
the Prajapita Brahmakumari Ishwariya
B.K RUPESH- ANCHOR
Vishwa Vidyalya at a very early age. For
more than 25 years he has been rendering his services
from the Gyan Sarovar (Mt.Abu) campus of the
Brahmakumaris.
Coming from Bilaspur (Chhattisgarh) he completed his
graduation in Journalism and Mass Communication,
which gave a professional touch to his godly services.
He started his anchoring service in the Godlywood Studios
of the Brahma kumaris and has become quite popular for
his anchoring and oratory skills. His experience and skill
has been highlighted in many talk shows, and his pleasing
personality and anchoring skills has always brought out the
best in our Speakers. Ek Mulakat, Samadhan and
Chhoo Lo Aasmaan being some of them.
Ek Mulakat stages famous and important dignitaries from

almost all walks of life and it is one of the prestige shows of
Godlywood Studio which is quite popular among viewers.
Samadhan suggest easy and simple solutions to people's
day-to-day problems. The proﬁciency and lucidity with
which Bro. Suraj Bhai handles Samadhan has a lot of
contribution from B.K.Rupesh as his rapport with Suraj
Bhai is a treat to watch.
We wish B.K. Rupesh all the very best for his anchoring
and all his future endeavours.
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Apart from Om Shanti Channel and PMTV, programs created in Godlywood Studio
are aired in 100+ channels which takes this nectar to all parts of the world. You can
contact your local cable TV provider for availability of Brahma Kumaris TV Shows.

Apart from Om Shanti Channel and Peace of Mind Channel, Godlywood Studio announces its presence in the world
through it's 142+ content partners spread nationwide who give us their honorary support and appreciate our eﬀorts to
serve the society through spiritual and educative TV shows. They have been our vanguards, helping us proclaim the
message of GOD and to take it to every household of the country. Today we introduce two among them, the Hindu
Dharmam Channel and the Metro TV Channel.
Hindu Dharmam Channel is part of TV5
group having a Global presence.Since its
inception, Hindu Dharmam Channel has
been airing Godlywood programs free of
cost at preferable time slots; Amrut Dhara,
Mukha Mukhi, Subha Sankalpalu being
T Nageswar Reddy,
CEO Hindu Dharmam some of them.
They have anadvanced R&D Team to ﬁnd the pulse of
people and telecast programmes suitable to people’s taste.
Over the years they have made their name as a successful
TV Channel not
compromising on
their high standards.
They are always ready
and welcoming
whenever there was a
need to use their studio for our Brahmakumari sisters and
brothers for recording content.
Godlywood Studio wishes all success to Brother B R
Naidu, Chief of TV5 and Bro T Nageswar Reddy, CEO
of Hindu Dharmam Channel and wish them all the very
best for all their future endeavors.
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BROADCAST PARTNERS

NCR

NCR

NCR

BHOPAL, MP

LUCKNOW, UP

PEACE OF MIND TV

US & CANADA

NEPAL TV

KERALA

BIHAR

KERALA

KERALA

TELANGANA & AP

BHAKTI TV

JAIKISAN TV

TELANGANA & AP

TELANGANA & AP

TELANGANA & AP

TELANGANA & AP

MAHARASHTRA

Tv5 HINDU DHARMAM

TELANGANA & AP

TELANGANA & AP

MAHARASHTRA

MAHARASHTRA

MAHARASHTRA

DEHRADUN, UK

PUNJAB

MAHARASHTRA

MAHARASHTRA

WEST BENGAL

WEST BENGAL

THANJAVUR, TN

NAGERCOIL, TN

ERODE, TN

PUNJAB

LUDHIANA, PUNJAB

PUDUCHERRY

PUDUCHERRY

PUDUCHERRY

PUDUCHERRY

PUDUCHERRY

SOLAI TV

ARUN TV

SHOLAVANDAN, TN

TAMIL NADU

KHAR, MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

HYDERABAD

NAGPUR, MAH

HYDERABAD

WEB CHANNEL

RAJASTHAN

SHORANUR,KERALA

CHEMBUR, MUMBAI

JHAMKHED, MAH

MAYILADUTHURAI, TN

WEST BENGAL

WEST BENGAL

TRIPURA

TRIPURA

TRIPURA

TRIPURA

TRIPURA

MX PLAYER

